
An alternative idea

Further to the recent debate on your pages about extended prize-
money down to eighth, I have an alternative suggestion. 

It seems that all concerned want to reward the better horses,
support grass roots racing, maintain the field size of eight for the
bookmakers, and ensure that as many horses as possible are
trying their best, rather than gaming the handicapper for a more
favourable mark. So why not increase the prize-money for the
winners and placed horses; have a fixed rise in the weights for
them, of perhaps 8/4/2lb; and a fixed drop of, say, 3lb for places
4-8? 

Horses further down the field would keep the same mark.
This would reward horses who try with either a financial reward
or an increase in their chance of winning next time. It would
also remove any incentive for non-triers. Horses who can't come
even eighth in a Class 6 handicap can run in sellers. Speaking as
an owner, I would want to have a better chance of winning,
rather than be funded to come eighth a few times. 

JACK SPEDDING
Carlisle

Hotbed of legends

It is highly likely that during this year Mark will become the
racehorse trainer to have trained more winners than any other
British trainer. 

I believe that this feat, when achieved, will elevate Mark to
the status of a sporting legend. He certainly comes from a small
area that, remarkably for its size, has produced more than its fair
share of sporting legends.  He was born in a maternity hospital
in Bellshill, Lanarkshire, and spent his first few years in East

Kilbride, just a few miles away.
We know that, from the ranks of great football managers

alone, Matt Busby of Manchester United was born in Bellshill;
Jock Stein of Celtic was born in the pit village of Burnbank,
now part of the town of Hamilton between East Kilbride and
Bellshill; and Bill Shankly of Liverpool was born just a few
miles further south in the village of Glenbuck. 

All three are remembered for their passion, hard work and
successful management.  

Mark certainly displays all those attributes too, and perhaps
it’s something to do with the air in that small triangle of
Scotland that has produced these men.  I would like to think that,
come the summer of 2018, he will maintain that great tradition
of sporting legends from the area by breaking that training
record.   I admit to a special interest in the subject  --  I was born
in Hamilton, within that golden triangle!

CAMPBELL SWAN
Middlesborough

Answers, please

Just a note to say well done Mark on achieving 4,000 winners.
I have two questions for you. Who was your first stable

jockey, and what is your best finishing position in the Derby?

JACK BROWN

Mark replies: My first stable jockey was R.P. (Bobby) Elliott,
but it was an informal arrangement like I have with Joe Fanning
today. My first retained jockey was Dean McKeown.  The best
finishing position I have had in the Derby was 4th with Mister
Baileys in 1994.
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